**ALUMNI CLASS NOTES**

**Mckenzie Allyn '14** was featured in *Toluca Lake Magazine* for helping to transform the Los Angeles Department of Transportation utility boxes into urban art pieces.

**Pamela Shamshiri '89** of Studio Shamshiri was featured in the September 2019 issue of *Architectural Digest* for her chalet chic design of Anne Hathaway and Adam Shulman’s home.

**Emmy-winner Lizzie Kerner Fox '03** was tapped to serve as senior vice president of non-fiction programming for HBOMax which will begin streaming content in the spring of 2020.

**Kasey Blaustein '01** launched Kasey Jones, Ink, a one-stop creative shop for art-powered experiences including custom photo backdrops, step-and-repeats, and murals. She employs several creative CH alumni on a freelance basis.

**Peter McKeon '90** directed all the promos for *The Very Brady Renovation*. To promote this event, Peter & LA creative agency AV Squad created a 70s style “Red Shag Carpet” premiere for the HGTV talent and the original Brady cast.

**Ben Green '16 and Josh Krakowsky '15** were selected by Arsenal to be featured in a new @adidaslondon campaign introducing the Arsenal away jersey. The campaign features Arsenal superfans around the world and asks what inspired their love of the team.

**Aaron David Gleason '97** teamed up with original David Bowie band member Mike Garson, to record a cover track of David Bowie’s “Rock N Roll With Me.”

**LET US KNOW WHAT YOU’RE UP TO!**

Email alumni@campbellhall.org to include a class note in the next issue of *The Good*.

**SAVE THE DATE // ALL-ALUMNI REUNION**

**Saturday, May 30, 2020**

**Celebrating classes ending in ’0 and ’5**
Taylor Crandall ’12 launched Global Lunchbox, a lunch delivery service which also educates children about cultures from around the world. A portion of the proceeds from each purchase supports Action Against Hunger, a nonprofit helping to end global malnutrition.

Lauren Garroni ‘06 along with coauthor Chelsea Fairless released a new book We Should All Be Mirandas, a satirical self-help book that offers a new twist on Sex and the City’s characters, suggesting that the successful career woman Miranda was the actual heroine of the series.

EJ Johnson ‘10 was profiled in GQ magazine in an article titled “Voices of the New Masculinity” which examined how masculinity is morphing and modernizing, according to 18 influential people who are shaping our culture now.

Gabrielle Baba-Conn ‘18 and Henry Carr ‘18 are featured in More Beautiful for Having Been Broken, a film from parent of alumna Nicole Conn, and includes current CH student Levi S. ‘24 and faculty member Josh Adell.

Michael Lord ‘85 composed the music theme and underscore for the suspenseful, high-stakes game show Spin The Wheel on Fox.

Megan Firestone ‘04 was selected as the featured Holiday Artist at M Street Coffee, a popular destination for CH families.

Kate Rozansky ’19 and Justine Riddle ’19 were featured in the Lifestyle section of the LA Times in an article titled, “Disposable cameras: A 90s favorite makes a comeback among millennials and Gen Z.”

Babies

Alex Firestone ‘10 welcomed Rory Trace Firestone born August 22, 2019.


Amanda Wolin Moskowitz ’04 and Jon Moskowitz welcomed Chloe Ryan born August 1, 2019.

Congratulations!

Brenna Bloom ’10 wed Alex Cascante on September 14, 2019, in Ojai, CA.

Caysie Carter ’06 wed Kevin Harvey on October 26, 2019, in Providence, RI.

Nathalie Johnson ’07 wed Grayson Kelso ’06 on June 22, 2019, in Agoura, CA.

Dr. Erica Rozbruch ’10 wed Rasmey Rozmid on July 16, 2019, in Pacific Palisades, CA.

Henry Aleck ’11 wed Casey Almeido on September 14, 2019 in Fort Worth, TX.

Scott Line ’03 wed Evelyn Aubrey Bonilla on July 28, 2019, in Malibu, CA.

Niraj Lal ’08 wed Nicky Cassinera on September 9, 2019, in Udaipur, Rajasthan, India.

Evan Heaps ’06 wed Piera Carfagno ’06 on August 10, 2019, in Santa Monica, CA.

Sloane Arcaro ’05 wed Ryan French on May 26, 2019, in Palm Springs, CA.

Jonathon Silva Culmer ’06 wed Katie Brown on October 26, 2019, in Fort Lauderdale, FL.

Luke Howard ’04 wed Nadia Taib on September 28, 2019, in Los Angeles, CA.